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ABSTRACT.-We sampled the songs of 18 populations of montane White- 

crowned Sparrows (Zonotrichia leucophrys oriantha) in order to define their 

dialect groups, if any, and to explore vocal affinities with other western sub- 

species of 2. leucophrys. We found a clear-cut regional differentiation of song 

primarily on the basis of syllabic morphology and secondarily on the se- 

quence of elements in the song. The birds of the Sierra Nevada and the San 

Bernardino Mountains of California constitute a fairly homogeneous dialect 

group related to another distinct group in the Warner Mountains, California, 

which are separated from the Sierra Nevada to the north by habitat unsuited 

to breeding oriantha. Those in two nearby but isolated desert ranges share 

a unique song type resembling that of 2.1. gambelii. Oriantha in the Wallowa 

Mountains, Oregon, to the northeast of the Steens Mountains, are allied with 

the dialect region of the northern Rocky Mountains. Syllabic morphology and 

the sequence of song elements also suggest certain vocal affinities of oriantha 

with other western subspecies of 2. leucophrys. For instance, the songs of 

oriantha in the Sierra Nevada, Warner Mountains, and San Bernardino 

Mountains have elements in common with those of nuttdi in central Cali- 

fornia and pugetensis north of the Columbia River. The songs of oriantha at 

Hart Mountain and in the Steens Mountains are very similar to those of gam- 

belii in Alaska and the western Canadian Rockies. The songs of oriantha in 

the San Bernardino Mountains (a population founded after 1907) are identical 

with those of the central Sierra Nevada, and thus trace the origin of the 

founding group. We postulate that these and other data are consistent with 

Rand’s interpretation of the subspecific differentiation of these sparrows in 

Pleistocene refugia. 

Local sharing of song themes or parts of 

themes has been described in many avian 
etensis (Baptista 1974, 1977) and the mon- 

taxa (e.g., Thielcke 1969, Marler and Mun- 
tane breeding populations of oriantha in 

Colorado (Baker 1975). Both of these forms 
dinger 1971, Lemon 1975), and produces 

what are commonly called local “dialects.” 
appear to occupy more or less continuous 

The degree of sharing may differ between 
habitat. Song dialects are very local in the 

subspecies or populations within a subspe- 
sedentary subspecies nuttalli (Marler and 

ties (Williams and MacRoberts 1977, 1978, 
Tamura 1962, Baker 1975, Baptista 1975), 

and in populations of oriantha in the Sierra 
Eberhardt and Baptista 1977). Before we 

can hope to assess why song dialects devel- 
Nevada of California (Orejuela and Morton 

op in some populations and not in others 
1975). The highly localized dialect system 

and the adaptive significance of dialect for- 
in nuttalli may result in part from the rel- 

mation, we must continue to describe dia- 
ative sedentariness of this subspecies (Blan- 

lect systems across phylogenetic groups and 
chard 1941), whereas the local dialects in 

ecological types (Avery and Oring 1977). 
migratory Sierran oriantha may be attrib- 

The songs of the crowned sparrows (Zo- 
uted to patchiness of suitable habitat, each 

notrichia spp.) are the most thoroughly 
isolated meadow being an ecological island 

studied of any group (reviews in King 1972, 
(Baker 1975, Orejuela and Morton 1975). 

Nottebohm 1975, Baptista 1977). Theme 
Between 1970 and 1978, we sampled 

sharing in White-crowned Sparrows (2. leu- 
songs of montane White-crowned Sparrows 

cophrys) appears to be absent in the migra- 
from 12 populations (Fig. 1, Table 1). Col- 

tory subspecies gambelii (DeWolfe et al. 
leagues provided recordings from six addi- 

1974), but shared themes (dialects) range 
tional localities. Two populations (Tioga 

over large areas in the migratory form pug- 
Pass, Mount Lassen) were sampled earlier 

by Orejuela and Morton (1975), and allow 
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FIGURE 1. Localities (numerals correspond to sam- 

ple sites in Table 1) where White-crowned Sparrow 

songs were recorded for this investigation (blackened 

or half-blackened symbols) or previously by other in- 

vestigators (clear symbols). 

the evaluation of the relative stability of 

song dialects over several years. The other 

samples represent northern and southern 

extensions of the transect made by Orejuela 

and Morton (1975), or other populations 

hitherto unsampled (Fig. 1, Table 1). 

Except for two birds recorded at Man- 

ning, British Columbia, which are referable 

to the white-lored subspecies, gambelii, all 

birds sampled were from black-lored pop- 

ulations (oriantha). Songs from Alberta 

(Turner Valley) are from an intergrade zone 

between gambelii and oriantha. 

The goals of our investigation were (1) to 

define further the geographic variants in the 

songs of Z. 1. oriantha, (2) to ascertain the 

extent to which song variants (“dialects”) 

are correlated with currently recognized 

subspecies or with populations and regions, 

and (3) to explore the use of song to trace 

the affinities of the subspecies and popula- 

tions of Z. leucophrys in the western United 

States. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

The montane form of the White-crowned Sparrow, Zo- 

notrichia Zeucophqs oriantha, is a migrant, typically 

breeding in subalpine meadows at elevations up to 

TABLE 1. Gazeteer of sampled localities and numbers of birds and songs recorded. 

Number of 

Locality birds songs 

Northern Rocky Mountains: 

1. Turner Valley, Alberta 9 68 

2. Manning Provincial Park, B.C. 2 17 

3. Fish Lake, Idaho Co., ID 11 73 

4. Smith Mountain, Adams Co., ID 1 9 

Isolated Western Ranges: 

5. Wallowa Mountains, Wallowa Co., OR 13 68 

6. Steens Mountains, Hamey Co., OR 14 68 

7. Hart Mountain, Lake Co., OR 34 157 

8. Warner Mountains, Modoc Co., CAb 13 78 

Sierra Nevada and San Bernardino Mountains: 

9. Mt. Lassen National Park, CA 14 71 

10. Yuba Pass, Sierra Co., CA 3 3 

11. Independence Lake, Nevada Co., CA 14 101 

12. Incline Village, Storey Co., NV 1 5 

13. Cottonwood Creek, Mineral Co., NV’ 2 20 

14. Tioga Pass, Mono Co., CA 8 53 

15. Mt. San Gorgonio, San Bernardino Co., CA 4 37 

Central Rocky Mountains: 

16. Pinedale, Sublette Co., WY 1 10 

17. Medicine Bow, Albany Co., WY 1 4 

18. Niwot Ridge, Boulder Co., CO 23 155 

TOTALS 168 997 

a Numbered localities correspond to numerals in Figure 1. 

b Two localities: Bear Camp PeaWPatterson Campground and Mahogany Ridge. 

c Wassuk range, an isolated group about 65 km east of the summit of the Sierra Nevada. 
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FIGURE 2. Examples of the seven song types: A. Song type 1, Tioga Pass, Mono Co., CA. B. Song type 2, 

Warner Mtns., Modoc Co., CA. C. Song type 3, Steens Mtns., Hamey Co., OR. D. Song type 4, Turner Valley, 

Alberta. E. Song type 5, Wallowa Mtns., Wallowa Co., OR. F and G. Song type 6, Niwot Ridge, Boulder Co., 

CO. H. Song type 7, Smith Mtn., Adams Co., ID. W = whistle, B = buzz, CS = complex syllable, SS = trill of 

simple syllables. 

about 3,700 m, and also less commonly in riparian hab- 

itat in transition-zone conifer woods and shrubsteppe 

vegetation as low as 1,800 m and, exceptionally, down 

to 1,500 m. At various points we compare the songs of 

oriantha to those of the Pacific maritime forms-nut- 

talli (nonmigrant, northern California south to Point 

Conception) and pugetensis (migrant, breeding from 

northern California to southern British Columbia)- 

and the northern forms-gambelii (migrant, breeding 

in Alaska and adjacent Canada) and leucophrys (mi- 

grant, breeding in the taiga zone from the Yukon to 

Newfoundland; distribution map in Cortopassi and 

Mewaldt 1965). Morphometric variation in these spar- 

rows is remarkably slight in spite of their extensive 

breeding range. The chromatic extremes in feathering 

are likewise subtle (darker in the maritime forms, gen- 

erally lighter in the inland and northern forms), which 

makes an analysis of the vocal repertoire of unusual 

interest, as an index of subspecific differentiation. The 

only clear-cut chromatic feature to which we will refer 

is the color of the lore: white in the westernmost forms 

(nuttalli, pugetensis and gum&/ii), black in the east- 

em or montane forms (leucophrys, orinntha), and vari- 

able in zones of intergradation (Banks 1964). 

About a thousand songs were recorded from 168 in- 

dividuals (Table 1). Field recordings were made on a 

Uher Report-S tape recorder using a Dan Gibson par- 

abolic microphone at a tape speed of 19 cm/s. Sound 

spectrograms were prepared on a Kay Elemetric Son- 

agraph (Model 7029A) with high shape and wide band 

filters. 

Since variation in White-crowned Sparrow song is 

slight within individuals (Baptista 1977:360), the 

cleanest spectrogram from each individual was select- 

ed for analysis of the following characters: (1) duration 

of each song in seconds, (2) number of elements (syl- 

lables plus phrases), (3) number of syllables in the ter- 

minal trill (4) number of kinds of elements, (5) highest 

frequency in kHz, and (6) lowest frequency in kHz. 

TERMINOLOGY 

We use the terms and symbols defined by Baptista 

(1977) to describe the songs of White-crowned Spar- 

rows. Symbols are shown in brackets: note [no 

symbol]; syllable [S]; complex syllable [CS]; whistle 

[W]; buzz or oibrato [B]. In addition, we define (1) 

phrase: a whistle or buzz, excluding syllables; (2) 

song type: a fixed sequence of phrases, simple sylla- 

bles and/or complex syllables characterizing a popu- 

lation or group of populations (Fig. 2); (3) theme: a 

song in a population containing characteristic syllable 

types, often shared by several, but not necessarily all, 

members of the population; (4) dialect: local or re- 

gional predominant theme or group of similar themes. 

Each population or group of populations may thus 

be characterized by a specific song type. Several 

themes may occur within a song type, based on differ- 

ent complex syllables or variants of the terminal simple 

syllables (e.g., Hart Mountain, Table 3). Each popu- 

lation or group of populations may also have syllable 

types in common, placing them within a dialect area. 

RESULTS 

INDIVIDUAL VARIATION AND REPERTOIRE 

SIZE 

This topic has been treated by various au- 

thors (reviewed in Baptista 1977), and will 

be discussed only briefly here. Individual 

White-crowned Sparrows usually sing only 

one theme throughout a season. Variation 

consists of additions or omissions of termi- 

nal trills, or omissions of terminal buzzes 

when present. Rarely, an individual varies 

the number of complex syllables. 

At Tioga Pass, the Steens Mountains, 
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FIGURE 3. Tracings of complex syllables found in Z. 1. oriantha songs. Except for syllable type 22, these are 

the first svllable tvues encountered in all sows. Svllable type 22 is found at the end of the terminal trills of ,- 
Niwot Ridge, Colorado, songs. 

- , 

Mount Lassen, Hart Mountain, and Niwot 

Ridge, where more than one theme was re- 

corded for each population, one individual 

from each of these localities sang two of the 

local themes. 

STABILITY OF SONG FROM YEAR TO YEAR 

Our data from Tioga Pass and Mount Lassen 

did not contain any themes not encountered 

previously by Orejuela and Morton (1975). 

A theme recorded by Mans at Lassen in 

1965 was not encountered by Orejuela and 

Morton, but this could be a result of sam- 

pling error. Hart Mountain was sampled in 

1975 (34 birds) and again in 1976 and 1977 

(11 birds). Only one bird sang a theme not 

recorded in 1975, but this song was aberrant 

for the area (see Exceptional Songs). Three 

color-banded birds at Hart Mountain sang 

the same theme over three years. 

DESCRIPTION OF SONG TYPES 

On the basis of the sequence of elements, 

we distinguish seven song types: 

Song type 1. This song type consists of an 

opening whistle, followed by a buzz, two 

short trills, and then another buzz, or W-B- 

SS-SS-B (Fig. 2A). Either or both of the two 

short trills may be replaced by single com- 

plex syllables or single simple syllables 

(e.g., W-B-CS-SS-B). In songs of some in- 

dividuals the first buzz may be absent (W- 

SS-SS-B). 

Song type 2. This song type consists of an 

opening whistle, followed by a buzz, two 

complex syllables, a buzz, and a trill, or W- 

B-CS-CS-B-SS (Fig. 2B). This song differs 

from type 1 in the addition of a terminal 

trill. 

Song type 3. This song type consists of an 

opening whistle, followed by one to five 

complex syllables (usually two), two buzz- 

es, and then a long trill, or W-CS-CS-B-B- 

SS (Fig. 2C). The two buzzes and terminal 

trill are most often descending in pitch. The 

terminal trill may be replaced by a buzz, or 

W-CS-B-B-B. Sometimes the complex s yl- 

lables may be replaced by a trill or W-SS-B- 

B-SS. 

Song type 4. This song consists of four 

alternating low and high whistles, followed 

by two buzzes, and a trill, or W-W-W-W-B- 

B-SS (Fig. 2D). These songs differ from type 

3 only in the replacement of the complex 

syllable(s) by three whistles. 

Song type 5. This song consists of a whis- 

tle, then a note-whistle which is followed 

by two buzzy complex syllables, two simple 

syllables, and finally two buzzes, or W-W- 

CS-CS-S-S-B-B (Fig. 2E). The second whis- 

tle is always lower pitched than the first and 
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FIGURE 4. Tracings of simple syllables found in 2. 1. oriantha songs. Except for syllable types 4 and 12, all 

syllables illustrated are from terminal trills. Syllable types 4 and I2 are the first syllable types in songs from 

Smith Mountain, Idaho, and Tioga Pass, California, respectively. 

is preceded by a note. There is sometimes may wish to proceed directly to summaries 
a faint overtone above the second whistle. presented in the Discussion section. 

Song type 6. This song type begins with 

a whistle, which is followed by a buzz, then 

a whistle with an overtone (which is appar- 

ently harmonically unrelated), followed by 

a trill, or W-B-W-SS (Fig. 2F). The second 

whistle is preceded by a note. Because the 

note-whistle in song 2F (Fig. 2) is some- 

times replaced by a complex syllable (Fig. 

2G), we are treating it as a complex syllable 

and hence designate it as W-B-CS-SS (see 

Fig. 3, syllable 21). 

Turner Valley. Seven of the nine birds sampled sang 

song type 4. Two birds sang song type 3. One bird used 

complex syllable 1, and one used 2 (Fig. 3). Songs of 

the other seven birds contained no complex syllables. 

Complex syllables normally following the introductory 

whistle were replaced by three alternating low and 

high whistles (Fig. 5, songs G and H). The terminal 

trills of seven birds were entirely of simple syllable 

type 1 (Figs. 4, 5). 

Manning Provincial Park. Both birds sampled sang 

song type>, and both used complex syllable 1. Corn- 

plete songs terminated with buzzes (Fig. 5F). 

Song type 7. This is based on nine indis- 

tinct recordings from one bird on Smith 

Mountain, Idaho. The song consists of a 

whistle, a buzz, two or three like syllables, 

one unlike syllable, a buzz, and then two 

;rlfke syllables, or W-B-S-S-S-B-S-S (Fig. 

Fish Lake. The 11 birds sampled here sang song type 

5, very similar to those in the Wallowas (Fig. 6). All 

trills began with complex syllable 3 (Fig. 3), followed 

by simple syllables 2 and 3 (Fig. 4). 

Smith Mountain. Only one bird is represented from 

this population (song type 7, Fig. 2H). The recordings 

are not clear, but the bird appears to be using two type 

4 simple syllables in its trill. The penultimate syllable 

may be of type 5. The rest cannot be ascertained. This 

song is unique in its sequencing of elements. 
VARIATION WITHIN AND 

AMONG POPULATIONS 

This section is included as a contribution to 

the archives of Zonotrichia vocalization. 

Wallowa Mountains. The songs of nine birds were 

recorded at Aneroid Lake, three at Lily Lake and one 

on the shores of Wallowa Lake. All birds sang song 

type 5 (Fig. 6). All birds began their trills with complex 

syllable 3, but ended differently. Eleven birds termi- 

Readers not concerned with these details nated their trills with simple syllable 2 followed by 
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FIGURE 5. Examples of song types 3 and 4: Except for G and H, all spectrograms represent song type 3. G 

and H are of Song Type 4. A and B, Hart Mountain. C to E, Steens Mountains. F, Manning Provincial Park, B.C. 

G to J, Turner Valley, Alberta. K, Pinedale, Wyoming. L, Medicine Bow, Wyoming. Songs F, I, and J are typical 

of gambelii in Alaska. Note that in song L, the whistle is followed by a trill instead of a complex syllable. Note 

that all songs terminate with buzz-buzz-buzz or buzz-buzz-trill. Terminal syllables are similar within populations 

(e.g., songs C to E or G and H). 

syllable 3, and two with syllables 1 and 3a. Syllable 3a 

is a variant of syllable 3 and is very similar to svllable 

5 of Mount Lassen (Fig. 4). . 
Steens Mountains. All 14 birds sampled sang song 

type 3. However, based on complex syllables, four 

themes may be distinguished (Fig. 5). Five birds used 

complex syllable 5, five birds used type 6, four used 

hme 8. and only one used tvne 7 (Fig. 3). The bilingual 

individual mentioned earlier used-complex syllables 

6 and 8. TBrminal trills of 14 birds consisted entirely 

of simple syllable 6 (Fig. 4). 

Hart Mountain. The songs of 34 birds were recorded. 

Songs of this population differ from those of the Steens 

Mountains only in the morphology of the terminal syl- 

lables (Fig. 5). On the basis of the complex syllables 

following the introductory phrases, five themes may be 

recognized. The two predominant themes contained 

complex syllable 4 (12 birds) and complex syllable 5 

(10 birds). Additionally, two birds used type 6, six used 

type 7, and five used type 8. The bilingual individual 

used types 4 and 8. It is noteworthy that no birds in 

the Steens Mountains used type 4, and that type 7 was 

rare there, but was used by six birds at Hart Mountain. 

Although all birds in the Steens Mountains used only 

one type of terminal syllable, two terminal trills are 

represented at Hart Mountain. Sixteen birds at Hart 

Mountain used syllable 7, 12 used 8. 

The other spectrograms were not clear enough to 

identify simple syllable types. 

Warner Mountains (1). All songs recorded in the 

Warner Mountains were of type 2 (Fig. 7). However, 

from the morphology of terminal syllables, two dialec- 

tal subpopulations may be recognized, one using sim- 

ple syllable 9 and the second using simple syllable 10 

(Table 3). The songs of 8 birds were recorded in sage- 

brush-riparian habitat, on the south slopes of Mahog- 

any Ridge. Two birds used complex syllable 9, and six 

birds used complex syllable 10. One bird used complex 

syllable lOa, which is clearly a variant of 10. These 

same birds ended their songs with simple syllable 9 

and are grouped together as singing the same dialect. 

Warner Mountains (2). The songs of four birds were 

recorded on the west slopes of Bear Camp Peak, and 

one near Patterson Campground. Two birds used com- 

plex syllable 10, two used type 11, and one used type 

12. One bird ended its trill with simple syllable type 

9, and four used type IO. Although sample sizes were 

small, it is noteworthy that some differences are ap- 
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FIGURE 6. Examples of song types 5 and 6: Songs A to D are of song type 5 and E to H are of song type 

6. A and B, Aneroid Lake, Wallowa Mtns., OR. C and D, Fish Lake, ID. Note similar songs at the two localities. 

E to H, Niwot Ridge, CO. Song H is aberrant in that there is a terminal whistle not found in other songs from 

the area. 

parent in the terminal syllables in the two localities in Yuba Pass. All three birds sampled sang a similar 

the Warner Mountains. Simple syllable type 10 was version of song type 1. All trills began with complex 

not found in the Mahogany Ridge sample. syllable 13 and ended with simple syllable 11. 

Mt. Lassen. We recorded songs from two individuals 

at Hat Lake in 1975. These data were pooled with the 

eight individuals recorded by Orejuela and Morton in 

1970 and four individuals recorded by Marie Mans in 

1965, giving a total of 14 birds. Eleven birds sang song 

type 1, two used song type 2, and one used song type 

3. Orejuela and Morton (1975) recorded three birds at 

the southern entrance to the park, one at King’s Mead- 

ow, and four at Hat Lake. Mans recorded two birds at 

King’s Meadow, one at Hat Lake and one at Dersch 

Meadow. 

Independence Lake. The songs of 14 birds were re- 

corded: one bird sang song type 3, and the rest used 

song type 1 (Fig. 7E). Trills of the main theme began 

with complex syllable 16, and were sung by 12 birds 

(Table 2). One bird used complex syllable 17 and one 

used type 13. Eleven birds used simple syllable type 

11 (Table 3) and two used syllable 5. One bird’s songs 

contained no simple syllables. 

Incline Village. The single bird recorded sang song 

type 1, beginning its trill with complex syllable 13 and 

ending its song with simple syllable 5. 

These samples represent the most heterogeneous 

collection of songs encountered in our studies. Three 

birds sang songs from localities to the south and one 

bird sang a song of another subspecies; these will be 

treated separately later. The other 10 birds used com- 

plex syllables 13, 14, and 16, and thus resembled birds 

from Independence Lake and/or Jackson Meadow, Ne- 

vada County. However, three of these birds sang aber- 

rant songs with two consecutive buzzes. One bird’s 

song from Hat Lake began with a whistle, followed by 

two complex syllables (type 14), two buzzes separated 

by a note, a trill of three complex syllables (type 13) 

and one simple syllable (type 5), or W-CS-CS-B-B-CS- 

CS-CS-S. A song recorded at King’s Meadow also had 

two buzzes but ended with a trill of simple syllables 

(W-CS-CS-B-B-SS). The latter and a second bird from 

King’s Meadow had terminal trills with simple syllable 

22 (Fig. 4) unique to these two individuals. A unique 

bird used complex syllable 14a (Fig. 3), which appears 

to be a variant of syllable 14. A bird recorded at Hat 

Lake in 1965, with two buzzes in its song, did not use 

a terminal trill (W-CS-CS-B-B). One bird at Hat Lake 

was bilingual, using complex syllables 13 and 14, re- 

spectively, in each of two themes. 

Cottonwood Creek. Two birds were recorded: both 

sang song type 2 (Fig. 7F) and both used complex syl- 

lable 18. Terminal trills were of simple syllable 13. 

One bird’s songs lacked the buzz following the com- 

plex syllables, or W-B-CS-CS-SS. 

Tioga Pass. The songs of eight birds were recorded: 

all sang song type 1. Both themes recorded here by 

Orejuela and Morton (1975) were found in this study. 

All eight birds ended their trills with simple syllable 

14 or the variants thereof (14a, 14b) (Table 3). Five 

birds began their trill with simple syllable 12 (Table 

3), and one bird began its trill with complex syllable 

15. Two birds used complex syllables lob and lOc, 

respectively. These appear to be variants of complex 

syllable 10. One bird was bilingual. 

Mt. San Gorgonio. The songs of four birds were re- 

corded. All sang song type 1. All birds sang the same 

theme (Fig. 7). The trill began with a single complex 

syllable 15 (Table 2) followed by a trill of type 14 sim- 

ple syllables (Table 3). These songs are identical with 

one of the themes from Tioga Pass (Fig. 7). 

Pinedale. The single bird sampled in this population 

sang song type 3. The two complex syllables (type 19) 

are unique, as are the terminal syllables (type 15). 
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FIGURE 7. Examples of song types 1 and 2: Songs A to E are of song type 1. A and B are from Tioga Pass, 

CA. C and D, San Bernardino Mtns., CA. Note similarity of songs between the two locations. Song E from 

Independence Lake, CA. Songs F to L are of Song Type 2. Song F from Cottonwood Creek, NV. Songs G to L 

are from the Warner Mtns., CA. G to I are from the west slopes of Bear Camp Mountain. J to L are from south 

slopes of Mohogany Ridge. Note different terminal syllables from the two localities. 

Medicine Bow. Only one bird was recorded, singing 

song type 3 (Fig. 5L). Three simple syllables following 

the introductory whistle were of types 16 and 17. The 

three terminal simple syllables were of type 23. All 

syllables were unique to this individual. 

Niwot Ridge. The songs of 23 birds were recorded. 

Twenty-two birds recorded sang song type 6 (Fig. 6). 

Two themes are represented in the population: eight 

birds used complex syllable 20 and 15 used type 21. 

One birds song contained no complex syllable (Fig. 8, 

Bl). Twenty-three birds used simple syllable 18. Nine 

birds ended their trills with complex syllable 22. One 

bird (Fig. 6H) sang an aberrant song ending with a 

whistle. Some songs of nuttalli from the Point Reyes 

Peninsula of California regularly end with whistles 

(Baker 1975, Baptista unpubl.). 

Thus, on the basis of morphology of com- 

plex syllables (Table 2) in central trills, from 

one (Mt. San Gorgonio) to five themes (Hart 

Mountain) may be recognized within each 

population. Most adequately sampled pop- 

ulations had terminal trills (if present) con- 

sisting of one predominant syllable type 

(e.g., Steens Mountains or Niwot Ridge, Ta- 

ble 3). Songs at Hart Mountain ended with 

two types of terminal trill (Table 3). Songs 

from the Warner Mountains also ended with 

two types of terminal trill that appear to be 

separated altitudinally, but this has to be 

confirmed with larger samples. Populations 

not sharing terminal syllable types could 

often be grouped according to complex syl- 

lable types in the middle portions of their 

songs (Table 2, e.g., Hart and Steens Moun- 

tains). 

METRIC CHARACTERISTICS OF Z. 

L. ORlANTHA SONGS 

To discern possible correlations between 

qualitative (morphological) and quantitative 

features of oriantha song, we assemble in 

Table 4 the mean values of several metric 

characteristics of the sonograms. Secondar- 

ily, this is a contribution to the growing 
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FIGURE 8. Exceptional songs in Z. 1. oriantha. A typical song from Independence Lake, California. Al, 

Independence Lake bird with gambelii song typical of the Kenai Peninsula, AK. B, Niwot Ridge, CO. Bl, Niwot 

Ridge bird with Z. 1. leucophrys-like song. C, Hart Mountain, OR. Cl, Hart Mountain bird with song containing 

syllable typical of Warner Mountains, CA (compare with Fig. 7, songs I and J). 

body of comparative statistical information 

on Zonotrichia songs (e.g., King 1972, Ore- 

juela and Morton 1975, Baptista 1975, 1977). 

Trends in the data and statistically signifi- 

cant differences (by two-tailed t-test) will 

be cited in the Discussion section. 

EXCEPTIONAL SONGS IN Z. L. ORIANTHA 

Whereas most birds at a locality sang songs 

typical of their area, nine individuals sang 

themes that were entirely or partly similar 

to songs from other populations (Fig. 8). 

Hart Mountain. One of 34 birds recorded in 1976 

sang a song containing a syllable identical with that of 

the Warner Mountains, California (Fig. 8, Cl). The ter- 

minal syllables were not typical of &y ‘population of 

oriantha studied to date. 

Mt. Lassen. Most birds here sang songs similar to 

those at Independence Lake. However, one bird used 

a theme similar to Z. 1. leucophrys described by Borror 

(1961). One bird used a theme similar to that at Tiona 

Pass, and two sang themes typical of Sonora Pass as 

described by Orejuela and Morton (1975). 

Independence Lake. One of 14 birds sang a song 

typical-of gambelii of the Kenai Peninsula, Alaska (Fig 

8, Al). The syllables contained in its song are identical 

with “warble number 10” in Figure 4 of DeWolfe et 

al. (1974). 

Tioga Pass. Two of eight birds sang songs containing 

syllables described by Orejuela and Morton (1975) as 

typical of Sonora Pass (see Fig. 3, syllables lob, 16c). 

These appear to be variants of the syllables found in 

songs of the Warner Mountain populations (Fig. 3, syl- 

lable 10). 

Niwot Range. One of23 birds sang a song containing 

three consecutive buzzes followed by a trill (Fig. 8D). 

The syllables in the terminal trill are typical of the 

population. Songs with three buzzes are typical of oth- 

er races of White-crowned Sparrows (see Discussion). 

DISCUSSION 

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN THE SONG 

OF Z. L. ORIANTHA 

Sources of variation. Differentiation of the 

songs of oriantha is compounded of vari- 

ants of morphology (song type, or sequence 

of elements, and spectrographic form of syl- 

lables) and of metric features (pitch, num- 

ber of elements, number of kinds of ele- 

ments). Morphological features are loosely 

intercorrelated, as we will show later, but 

metric features appear to vary almost inde- 

pendently of song morphology. For in- 

stance, the populations of oriantha in the 

Sierra Nevada and San Bernardino Moun- 

tains (sample 9-15, Table 1) are nearly ho- 

mogeneous in terms of song type and the 

sharing of complex syllables (Table 2). 

However, by dividing this region into 

southern (14,15) and northern segments (9- 

11, Table 4) to create statistically adequate 

sample sizes we find that songs tend to be 

more complex in the south in terms of the 

number of elements (P < 0.001) and the 

number of syllables in the trill (P < 0.001). 

The minimum frequency of the song is 

higher in the south (P < O.OOl), and the 

maximum frequency is also higher, but 

probably not significantly so (0.1 < P < 0.2). 

The two subregions are alike in the variety 

(number of kinds) of elements in the songs. 

This suffices to show that metric and mor- 

phological features are not in general co- 

variant. Additional examples are apparent 
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from a comparison of Tables 2, 3, and 4. Fi- 

nally, with exceptions to be noted later, we 

find no regional clusters of metric features 

that can be consistently associated with 

populations of oriantha or with the mor- 

phological features of their song. We there- 

fore turn to the latter to explore geographic 

variation and regional dialects. 

Morphological song variants and dia- 

lects. The form of the complex syllables pro- 

vides the clearest regional differentiation of 

themes, as we attempt to show in the boxed 

groups in Tables 2 and 3. Complex syllables 

1, 2 and 3, and simple syllables l-3 are 

shared by populations of the northern 

Rocky Mountains and the Wallowa Moun- 

tains. Oriantha in the Wallowas share song 

type 5 (and complex syllable 3) with the 

population at Fish Lake in the Bitterroot 

Range of the Rocky Mountains, about 200 

km eastward, but show no vocal affinities to 

more southerly populations. This might be 

expected, since the avifaunas of the Wallo- 

was and other isolated eastern ranges of the 

Great Basin share features with those of the 

nearby Rocky Mountains (e.g., Miller 1939, 

Behle 1963, Johnson 1978). 

The Steens Mountains are about 290 km 

southwest of the Wallowas, and Hart Moun- 

tain is about 80 km southwest of the Steens. 

These ranges are separated from each other 

and from nearby ranges (Wallowas and War- 

ners) by dry shrubsteppe plains that are not 

inhabited by White-crowned Sparrows dur- 

ing the breeding season. The songs of or- 

iantha in the Steens and at Hart Mountain 

are alike in sequence (song type 3), which 

they share also with remote populations in 

the Rocky Mountains. They are also alike, 

but distinct from all other populations, in 

sharing complex syllables 5-8 (Table 2), but 

differing in simple syllables (Table 3). Fur- 

thermore, they are statistically indistin- 

guishable from each other in metric features 

(Table 4), but differ from the nearby popu- 

lations in the Wallowas and Warners. The 

birds of the Steens-Hart dialect group are 

thus allied with the Rocky Mountain pop- 

ulations through song type 3, but their rel- 

ative isolation has apparently led to the ac- 

quisition of a unique syllabic morphology. 

This situation resembles that which Lein 

(1979) reported for a disjunct “island” pop- 

ulation of oriantha in the Cypress Hills of 

southeastern Alberta, 250-300 km east of 

the main populations in the northern Rocky 

Mountains. The oriantha of the Cypress 

Hills utter a song that is distinct from the 

songs of oriantha in the cordillera with re- 

gard to type (sequence of elements), and is 

likewise richer in the number of kinds of 

elements. 

The next dialect region southward from 

Hart Mountain (about 65 km) appears to be 

centered in the Warner Mountains. This 

range is the northeastern extension of the 

Sierra Nevada, but is separated from the 

cordillera by low-lying countryside unsuit- 

ed to breeding oriantha. Our samples from 

the Warner Mountains include a unique as- 

semblage of complex syllables (9-12, Table 

2) that overlap with those of the northern 

and southern Sierra Nevada at Mount Las- 

sen and Tioga Pass, respectively. Simple 

syllable 9 is also unique to the Warner pop- 

ulations, and simple syllable 10 is shared 

with the population at Mount Lassen (Table 

3). The birds of the Warner Mountains utter 

song type 2, which occurs also in the Mt. 

Lassen population as well as in the Wassuk 

Range of western Nevada (Cottonwood 

Creek, Table 2) but not elsewhere among 

our samples. In most metric features, the 

songs of the Warner Mountains are inter- 

mediate between those of Hart Mountain 

and the northern Sierra Nevada (Table 4). 

In short, the available evidence strongly 

suggests that the birds of the Warner dialect 

group are related more closely to those of 

the northern Sierra Nevada than to those of 

the northern Rocky Mountains or the inter- 

vening desert ranges. 

From Mt. Lassen southward in the Sierra 

Nevada to Mt. San Gorgonio we find 

another cluster of populations that share 

unique complex syllables (13, 15, and 16, 

Table 2) and song types 1 or 2. The cluster- 

ing of simple syllables is not so clear, and 

we are unable to depict it effectively by 

boxes in Table 3. Simple syllables 5,11, and 

14, however, are both nearly unique to this 

region and shared by a substantial range of 

its population. Simple syllable 5 may also 

occur at Smith Mountain, in the northwest- 

ern Rockies, but the spectrogram is poor 

and our interpretation is uncertain. In sum, 

on the basis of the relative homogeneity of 

the nearly exclusive song type 1 and various 

syllables, we regard the Sierra Nevada as a 

dialect region related to that of the Warner 

Mountains. 

The distinct dialect regions that occur in 

the western axis of the distribution of orian- 

tha are not accompanied by morphometric 

disjunctions or clines (Miller 1941, Banks 

1964). On the basis of plumage color (“dark- 

er and more grayish”), Oberholser (1974) 

proposed a new subspecies (Z. 1. aphaea) as 

the breeding form of the northern Rockies 

in Idaho and northwestern Wyoming. 
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TABLE 5. Distribution of song types in five subspecies of White-crowned Sparrows. 

Song types 

Population 

Coastal British Columbia 

Coastal Washington 

Coastal Oregon 

Bodega Bay, CA 

San Francisco Bay, CA 

San Mateo, CA 

Carmel, Monterey Co., CA 

Morro Bay, CA 

San Bernardino Mtns., CA 

Sierra Nevada, CA 

Mt. Lassen, CA 

Incline Village, NV 

Warner Mtns., CA 

Hart Mtn., OR 

Steens Mtns., OR 

Wallowa Mtns., OR 

Smith Mtn., ID 

Fish Lake, ID 

Turner Valley, Alberta 

Niwot Ridge, CO 

Kebler Pass, CO 

Pinedale, WY 

Alaska 

Manning, BC 

Ohio 

Ontario 

Manitoba 

Subsoecies 1 and/or 2’ 3 and/or 42 

pugetensis + 

pugetensis + 

pugetensis + 

nuttalli + 

nuttalli + 

nuttalli + 

nuttalli + 

nuttalli 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

oriantha 

gambelii 

gambelii 

leucophrys 

leucophrys 

leucophrys 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 

Other SOllIT. 

Baptista 1977 

Baptista 1977 

Baptista 1977 

Baptista, unpubl. 

Baptista 1975 

Baker 1974 

Blanchard 1941; 

Baptista, unpubl. 

Baptista, unpubl. 

This study 

Orejuela & Morton 1975 

Orejuela & Morton 1975 

This study 

This study 

This study 

This study 

+ This study 

+ This study 

+ This study 

This study 

+ This study 

Baker 1975 

This study 

DeWolfe et al. 1974 

This study 

Borror 19613 

W. W. Gunn, unpubL3 

W. W. Gunn, unpubl.3 

’ Song ty 
J 

es 

be replace 

1 and 2 are similar, differing only in the presence of a terminal trill in the latter, i.e., W-B-SS-SS-B versus W-B-SS-SS-B-SS. SS may 
by CS in some themes. 

* Song types 3 and 4 are similar, differing only in the absence of complex syllables in the latter, i.e., W-(CS),-B-B-SS versus W-(W).-B-B-SS. The 
subscript n denotes a variable number. Type 4 was found only in the Canadian Rockies. 

3 Spectrograms in Moore Laboratory of Zoology. 

Browning (1974) disagreed, and maintained A single bird from Medicine Bow, Wyo- 

that the breeding birds of Idaho are of the ming, sang song type 3, and was the only 

nominate subspecies (2.1. Zeucophrys). Our bird in our samples that uttered three syl- 

data are not adequate to resolve this issue, lables following the introductory whistle. 

although we present later some specula- Finally, we have spectrograms from a single 

tions about subspecific affinities. In any sparrow near Pinedale in the Wind River 

case, the data that we have already pre- Mountains (a spur of the central Rockies) in 

sented demonstrate that dialect regions in Wyoming. This bird sang song type 3, but 

this species are not concordant with sub- with a complex syllable unlike those of or- 

specific limits as defined by traditional mor- iantha in Colorado or gambelii in southern 

phometric or chromatic traits. Canada (Table 2). 

We have only scattered samples of orian- 

tha songs beyond the limits of the western 

axis just described, but mention them here 

as a contribution to what we hope will be- 

come a more thorough spectrographic atlas. 

A fairly large sample from a subalpine 

meadow near Niwot Ridge in the Front 

Range of Colorado sings song type 6, a se- 

quence unlike any recorded in the western 

populations, and likewise utters distinctive 

syllables (Tables 2, 3; Figs. 3, 4). This rep- 

ertoire differs from recordings of oriantha 

obtained by Baker (1975) in the central 

Rocky Mountains about 175 km southwest 

of Niwot Ridge near Crested Butte. All of 

Baker’s birds sang song type 3. 

COMPARISONS WITH OTHER SUBSPECIES 

By combining similar element sequences 

into song-type groups we can discern var- 

ious patterns of similarity and difference 

among the recognized subspecies of White- 

crowned Sparrow. These are accompanied 

by similarities and differences in clusters of 

syllable types. 

Songs from populations 9 through 13 (Ta- 

ble 5) from the western cordillera and the 

Warner Mountains are similar in the se- 

quencing of their elements to songs of Z. 1. 

pugetensis north of the Columbia River 

(Baptista 1977) and to the songs of some 

populations of nuttalli, most obviously 
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those from Lake Merced near San Francis- 

co. Some of the syllables in these oriantha 

populations also resemble those of nuttalli 

and pugetensis. Syllables 1 and 2 (Fig. 4) 

are similar to terminal syllables of nuttalli 

from the Presidio of San Francisco (Baptista 

1975). Syllable 11 (Fig. 4) is similar to the 

terminal syllables of nuttulli from Marin 

County (Baker 1975). Syllable 22 (Fig. 4) is 

identical with pugetensis syllable 11 (Fig. 

4 of Baptista 1977). 

Songs of oriunthu from Hart Mountain 

and the Steens Mountains are identical in 

sequencing to songs of gumbelii in Alaska, 

although the number of different syllables 

(=warbles of DeWolfe et al. 1974) in gum- 

belii songs (I-2) is fewer than in oriunthu 

songs (l-6). The form of the syllables, how- 

ever, is almost identical in gumbelii and or- 

iunthu (compare syllables 4, 5, and 6 [Fig. 

31 of Hart Mountain and the Steens Moun- 

tains birds with warbles 3,6,7, and 8 of Fig. 

4 in DeWolfe et al. 1974). The trained ear 

immediately recognizes these songs as sim- 

ilar, if not identical, to those of gumbelii, 

although these populations consist entirely 

of black-lored individuals (Banks 1964, this 

study). The nearest known population of 

undoubted gumbelii (white-lored) is at 

Hart’s Pass in the Cascade Mountains of 

northern Washington, about 650 km from 

the Steens Mountains. (Although Banks 

[ 19641 reported one black-lored individual 

among four collected here, observations of 

many free-living birds make it clear that this 

is exceptional. All others observed at Hart’s 

Pass had white lores [Farner 1958, pers. ob- 

serv.].) 

One possible explanation for this enigma 

is that the ancestor of Z. 1. gumbelii in Alas- 

ka was red-backed, sang a song similar to 

that of extant populations, but was poly- 

morphic for lore-color as suggested by 

Banks (1964). The ancestral gumbelii may 

have ranged further south (to Hart Moun- 

tain and the Steens Mountains). Owing to 

differential selection, the northern popula- 

tions were selected for white lores whereas 

the southern populations were selected for 

black lores, and thus resembled their rela- 

tives from a southern refugium (next sec- 

tion). Thus, Steens and Hart Mountain birds 

may represent remnants of populations that 

came south from Alaska after the ice sheet 

receded. 

THE AFFINITIES OF Z. L. ORZANTHA IN 

THE SAN BERNARDINO MOUNTAINS 

Grinnell (1908) thoroughly surveyed the 

vertebrate fauna of the San Bernardino 

Mountains in 1906-1907 and did not find 

any White-crowned Sparrows. Small (1956) 

subsequently reported one breeding pair in 

this range at Mt. San Gorgonio. In 1977 we 

found four breeding pairs there, two of 

which were attending nestlings or fledg- 

lings on 7 July 1977. The songs of this pop- 

ulation are identical with those at Tioga 

Pass, about 450 km northward (Orejuela and 

Morton 1975). The populations of oriunthu 

nearest to those at Mt. San Gorgonio are in 

southern Sequoia National Park, about 300 

km to the north. It is thus reasonable to 

speculate on the basis of song morphology 

and proximity that the founders of the Mt. 

San Gorgonio population are from the 

southern Sierra Nevada. 

Populations of oriantha on the periphery 

of their breeding range may reflect the ten- 

uous equilibrium with environmental con- 

straints that we might expect at such geo- 

graphical limits. DeWolfe and DeWolfe 

(1962), in fact, documented several verifi- 

able or probable extinctions of populations 

of orianthu, particularly at the northwestern 

limits of their range in the Cascade Moun- 

tains of southern and central Oregon. The 

colonization of Mt. San Gorgonio is the in- 

verse of this, and the data available at pres- 

ent, while too sparse for conclusive gener- 

alizations, suggest a contraction of 

geographical range in the north and an ex- 

pansion in the south. Balda et al. (1970) 

have previously documented a southern ex- 

pansion of oriunthu from New Mexico to 

the San Francisco Mountains of Arizona. 

SONGS IN A ZONE OF INTERGRADATION 

BETWEEN TWO SUBSPECIES 

Two of the nine White-crowned Sparrows 

whose songs were recorded at Turner Val- 

ley, in the eastern foothills of the Canadian 

Rockies, were identical in the sequencing 

of elements and in syllabic morphology 

with gumbelii. The syllables used by these 

two individuals are identical with warbles 

1 and 2 of Alaskan gumbelii, as reported by 

DeWolfe et al. (1974). The other seven birds 

uttered songs like those of migrating Zeu- 

cophrys recorded in Ohio. The complex syl- 

lables in these songs have been replaced by 

three whistles. Otherwise the songs are sim- 

ilar in sequencing of elements to those of 

oriantha in other parts of the Rockies (Bak- 

er 1975, Lein 1979). They represent part of 

Banks’ (1964) northern Rocky Mountain in- 

tergrade population between orianthu and 

gumbelii. At Turner Valley, about 75% of 

the breeding White-crowned Sparrows have 

black lores (Lein, pers. comm.), thus ap- 
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proximating the proportion (78%) of orian- 

tha-like songs in our small sample. While it 

is of interest that birds in a zone of inter- 

gradation utter songs of two subspecies, we 

have already noted in our samples from 

Hart Mountain and the Steens Mountains 

that there is no mandatory linkage between 

lore color there (black) and song type, since 

these birds mimic the songs of white-lored 

gambelii. 

EXCEPTIONAL SONGS 

We described in the Results five cases in 

which individual sparrows consistently ut- 

tered themes not typical of the local popu- 

lation. These exceptional themes could re- 

sult either from (1) dispersal of an individual 

to a distant breeding site in the year after it 

had learned the theme of its natal locality, 

or (2) “misimprinting”-learning the theme 

of an alien tutor encountered during migra- 

tion or in winter. In the cases in which an 

individual sings the theme of a distant pop- 

ulation of its own subspecies (e.g., cases at 

Hart Mountain and Tioga ‘Pass; see Results) 

the mismatch with the local dialect may re- 

sult from long-distance dispersal and a lapse 

from philopatry. This is unlikely, however, 

when an individual sings the theme or di- 

alect of a different subspecies (e.g., Mt. Las- 

sen, Independence Lake, Niwot Ridge), 

and we suggest that at least these cases re- 

sult from the belated learning of song from 

an alien tutor. The arguments favoring this 

hypothesis involve both the capacity and 

the opportunity for learning alien songs. 

With regard to capacity, laboratory exper- 

iments have shown that both nuttalli and 

oriantha can learn songs from other sub- 

species (Petrinovich in Baptista 1974; Bap- 

tista, unpubl.). Field studies suggest strong- 

ly that nuttalli occasionally learn songs 

from overwintering pugetensis or from 

birds in passage (Baptista 1974, 1977, Bap- 

tista and Wells 1975). Sometimes, only por- 

tions of songs from winter visitors or from 

migrants may be incorporated into the songs 

of nuttalli (Baptista 1975). The postnatal 

period during which crowned sparrows 

learn and stabilize their song pattern has not 

been determined. Experiments with hand- 

reared nuttalli exposed to tutor tapes in the 

laboratory indicated that song learning ceas- 

es at about 50 days of age (Marler 1970). We 

have records, however, of a single color- 

banded nuttalli from the Presidio of San 

Francisco, California, that changed its song 

between its first and second breeding sea- 

sons (Baptista, unpubl.). This suggests that 

the period of song learning and stabilization 

may be more plastic than has been revealed 

thus far by experimental studies. The social 

context of song learning in Zonotrichia has 

not been investigated although social ef- 

fects on the song patterns of other taxa are 

well known (Thielcke 1970, Kroodsma 

1974, Verner 1975, Payne and Payne 1977, 

Jenkins 1978, Todt et al. 1979). A live male 

in a natural setting may be a more effective 

tutor than a tape-recording. 

Last, with regard to opportunity for tutor- 

ing by alien males, we note that late- 

hatched oriantha encounter early migrants 

in passage belonging to the races gambelii 

and oriantha from more northerly localities 

(Morton et al. 1973:83; Mewaldt and King, 

unpubl.). Oriantha, nuttalli, and pugeten- 

sis intermix on their wintering grounds in 

California, and oriantha, Zeucophrys, and 

gambelii do so in Arizona (Phillips et al. 

1964; King, unpubl.) and probably also in 

northern Mexico. Wintering gambelii and 

Zeucophrys may overlap in western Texas. 

Although singing by migrating or wintering 

individuals is much less frequent than on 

the breeding grounds, it is nevertheless not 

uncommon, especially during violations of 

individual distance (Baptista, pers. observ.). 

In sum, young oriantha have both the ca- 

pacity and the opportunity for learning 

songs from alien tutors even though this is 

undoubtedly not the norm. We hypothesize 

that this accounts for the exceptional songs 

that we have described. For instance, the in- 

dividual at Independence Lake appears to 

have learned an entire gambelii song. The 

exceptional individual at Niwot Ridge (Fig. 

8, Bl) might have learned its song from 

more northerly oriantha or gambelii. Ore- 

juela and Morton (1975) pointed out that an 

exceptional song recorded at Mt. Lassen re- 

sembled songs of eastern populations of Zeu- 

cophrys described by Borror (1961). Lein 

(1979) discovered a black-lored bird singing 

a gambelii song in a disjunct population of 

oriantha in the Cypress Hills of Alberta. 

SONG AND THE AFFINITIES OF 

THE SUBSPECIES 

Rand (1948a, b) postulated that the ances- 

tors of the currently recognized subspecies 

of White-crowned Sparrows originated from 

four different refugia isolated during glacial 

times. These refugia parallel those postu- 

lated for four extant forms of spruce (Picea) 

by Halliday and Brown (1943). 

According to Rand’s schema, 2. 1. gam- 

belii originated in an unglaciated Yukon re- 

fugium paralleling Picea glauca albertina. 

In post-glacial times, these birds spread 
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eastward, meeting Z. 1. leucophrys which 

had evolved in a northeastern refugium. A 

southern refugium in the Rocky Mountains 

gave rise to oriantha, paralleling P. engel- 

manii. Picea sitchensis, which survived 

maximum glaciation south of the ice, moved 

northward along the Pacific Coast, parallel- 

ing Z. 1. nuttalli-pugetensis. 

Banks (1964) disputed this schema, argu- 

ing that it implied an improbably close re- 

lationship between the montane and coastal 

populations, which would have arisen from 

the southern refugium. Banks also main- 

tained that Rand’s schema masked the close 

relationship between the montane birds 

and those of eastern Canada (both forms 

with reddish backs), and the relationship 

between coastal birds and gambelii (both 

with white lores). His alternative theory 

proposed that the ancestors of gambelii-or- 

iantha were once a continuous red-backed 

population, polymorphic for lore color, 

ranging from Alaska to the western moun- 

tains. At some later date there was differ- 

ential selection for lore color, with the re- 

sult that black-lored forms predominated in 

the lower latitudes (oriantha), and white-lo- 

red forms to the north (gambelii). Banks 

proposed that a southern spread of Z. 1. 

gambelii down the Pacific Coast gave rise 

to Z. 1. pugetensis-nuttalli, which evolved 

in subsequent isolation. 

Hubbard (1969) agreed with and expand- 

ed on Rand’s ideas. If their schema is cor- 

rect, then the remarkable similarity be- 

tween songs of western montane populations 

of White-crowned Sparrows (oriantha) and 

those of the Pacific Northwest (nuttalli- 

pugetensis; Table 5) may not be coinciden- 

tal. If similarity in song indicates relation- 

ship, then oriantha and pugetensis-nuttalli 

both arose from a southern refugium. They 

may have once formed part of a continuous 

red-backed population, isolated very early 

from the Rocky Mountain birds. We further 

theorize that Zonotrichia 1. nuttalli-puge- 

tensis was subsequently isolated from or- 

iantha and invaded the Pacific Northwest. 

The paleobotanical data (Fig. 7 in Hubbard 

1969) appear to support a continuum be- 

tween coastal and Sierran boreal regions 

during the Pleistocene. The dark backs of 

the coastal forms might have been acquired 

still later in isolation from the montane form 

in response to the more mesic maritime cli- 

mate. House Sparrows (Passer domesticus) 

have acquired regional differences in plum- 

age color within 70 years since their intro- 

duction to North America (Johnston and Se- 

lander 1964). House Finches (Carpodacus 

mexicanus) introduced from California into 

the eastern United States showed color 

changes within nine years after introduction 

(Aldrich and Weske 1978). Our data on song 

conflict with the importance of back color 

as evidence of taxonomic relationship, as 

proposed by Banks (1964), and support the 

conclusions of Rand and Hubbard. 
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